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1 Introduction 
In the present work we study the rotations of the polarization of light propagating in right and left handed films 
and layered structures. Through the use of complex values representing the rotations we analyze the 
transmission of light, related to Faraday effect. We analyze in detail also the real and imaginary portions of the 
complex Faraday rotation angle () at the different propagation regimes through a finite stack of alternating 
right and left-handed materials. 
    Negative refractive index magneto optical metamaterials, also called left handed materials (LHM), are a 
new type of artificial material characterized by having a permittivity ε and permeability μ both negative [1, 2, 
3]. The double negative nature of the parameters ε and μ at first thought should not affect the refractive index 
𝑛 = √ϵμ, 𝑎𝑠 𝑖𝑡 it apears that n should remain positive. However, if complex parameters ε and μ have negative 
non-zero real parts and positive non-zero imaginary parts (where the positive imaginary portion is required for 
passive materials) the real portion of n will also be negative. LHM have multiple uses that include: the ability 
to resolve images beyond the diffraction limit [4, 5], act as electromagnetic cloaks for particular frequencies of 
light [6, 7, 8], enhance quantum interference [9] or yield to slow light propagation [10]. The presence of negative 
indices of refraction in one-dimensional (1D) disordered metamaterials strongly suppresses Anderson 
localization due to the lack of phase accumulation during wave propagation which thus weakens interference 
effects necessary for localization [11]. As a consequence, an unusual behavior of the localization length ξ at 
long-wavelengths λ has been observed [11, 12, 13].  

    If we assume no absorption and neglect the influence of the boundaries of the system, then in bulk materials 
for a given ε, μ, Verdet constant V and length of medium L, for a constant linear magnetic field B, the Faraday 

rotation (FR) angle is given by θ = . When the reflections within the boundaries are relevant the 

𝐵

outgoing reflected wave is generally elliptically polarized, with or without absorption. The major axis of the 
ellipse is rotated with respect to the original direction of polarization and the maximum FR angle does not 
necessarily coincide with angular frequencies ω of light at which zero ellipticity can be measured. 
    We represent the linear and elliptical polarizations as a complex quantity with real and imaginary portions. 
The real value of the rotation angle describes the change of polarization in linearly polarized light. The 
imaginary value describes the ellipticity of transmitted or reflected light. Once we know the scattering matrix 
elements r and t of a one-dimensional light propagation problem, then the two characteristic parameters of 
Faraday rotation (Real) and Faraday ellipticity (Imaginary) of the magneto-optical transmission measurements 
can be written in complex form as the real and imaginary parts of a well-defined complex angle of θ (Eq. 5). 

2  Right handed and Left handed dielectric slab 
Let us consider a slab confined to the segment 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿, with a positive impedance 𝑍 = μ/ϵ for either RHM 
or LHM, and characterized by permittivity ϵ = 𝑛/𝑍 and permeability μ=nZ. Both n and Z, and therefore ϵ and 
μ, are frequency dependent complex functions. The two semi-infinite media outside the slab are equal and are 
characterized by the dielectric constant ϵ  . A linearly polarized electromagnetic plane wave with angular 
frequency  enters the slab from the left at normal incidence. We take the direction of propagation as 

the x axis, and that of the electric field 𝐸 ⃗ in the incident wave as the z axis. A weak magnetic field ,⃗ that does 
not violate the linearity of Maxwell’s equations, is applied in the positive x direction and is confined to the 
slab which causes the direction of linear polarization to rotate as light propagates through the medium. As 
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a consequence, the dielectric tensor develops non-zero off-diagonal elements. Magneto-optic effects are related 
to the off-diagonal components, whereas optical properties are related to the diagonal ones. The magnitude of 
the off-diagonal component ϵ  is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the diagonal component ϵ . 

The generalized principle of symmetry of kinetic coefficients implies that ϵ �⃗� = ϵ −�⃗� , and the tensor 
should be Hermitian ϵ = ϵ∗  due to there is no absorption. Therefore, the diagonal components of the 
dielectric tensor are even functions of an applied magnetic field, and the off-diagonal components are odd 
functions and have first-order magnetic field dependence. The dielectric tensor of the slab is given by [14] 

ϵ =
ϵ +𝑖𝑔

−𝑖𝑔 ϵ
 ,         (1)

where g⃗ is the gyration vector in the magnetic-field direction. We absorb the external magnetic field �⃗� into the 
gyrotropic vector g⃗ for our ϵ , to make our calculations valid for the cases of dielectric in the external 
magnetic field and magneto-optical materials. The components 

zE  and 
yE , 

zH  and 
yH  in the film are not 

constant and depend only upon the coordinate x. As well, when a magnetic field is applied in the x -direction, 
the off-diagonal elements ϵ  cause coupling between the electric field and magnetic field components. The 
linearly polarized incident electromagnetic wave now can be presented as the sum of circularly polarized waves 
with opposite directions of rotation, which propagate through the slab with a different wave vector 𝑘± =
ω𝑛±/𝑐. For circularly polarized waves 𝐸± = 𝐸 ± 𝑖𝐸  the Maxwell equations have the form [1]: 

∂ 𝐸±

∂𝑥
+

ω ϵ±

𝑐
𝐸± = 0,     (2) 

where 𝜖± = 𝜖 ± 𝑔. Solving the equations with the appropriate boundary conditions at x=0 and x=L we obtain 
for the transmitted waves E’+ and E’- that 𝐸± = 𝐸 𝑡±, where 𝑡± is the transmission amplitude for right and 
left circularly polarized light and can be presented in the form [1] 1/2 .it T e 

   The coefficient of 

transmission T
±

 and the phase ψ
±

 are given by: 

𝑇± = 1 + 𝑍± −
±

sin (ωL𝑛±/𝑐) , (3) 

tan ψ± = 𝑍± +
±

tan(ω𝐿𝑛±/𝑐). (4) 

    There is a linear relation between the real and imaginary parts of 𝑡± and between 𝑙𝑛 𝑡± and ψ±. These 
are the known linear Kramers-Kronig relations and can be rewritten in terms of localization length and density 
of states [15]. The complex FR angle with the imaginary and real parts is introduced as (see, e.g., [16])  

𝜃 = − 𝑙𝑛 =   − ln
/

/ ≡ 𝜃 + 𝑖𝜃  (5) 

 As seen from Eq. 5, if 𝑇 = 𝑇 , then 
1   and would only have real component; this signifies that the

wave remains linearly polarized with vector 𝐸 rotated through the angle   to the initial direction. If 𝑇 ≠ 𝑇 , 
the light has an elliptical polarization and is not simply linearly polarized. The ratio of the ellipses semi-axis is 

determined by the relation (b<a): = tan θ =
/ /

/ / , where the angle between the large axis of the

ellipse and the y axis is θ = . 

3    Results and discussion 
3.1  Real part of FR in RHM/LHM 

Let us consider the FR for transmission from a slab. Since the Faraday effect is typically very small the effective 
incident indices of refraction and impedance for the two circular polarizations in the first order of g can be 

presented in the form 𝑛± = ϵ±μ ≈ 𝑛 ±
| |

, and 𝑍± = μ/ϵ± ≈ 𝑍 ∓
| |

, where n and Z are calculated

when gyration vector 𝑔 is zero. Note that by replacing n n  we can use the above expressions for LHM. 
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Figure 1: Faraday Rotation angle θ  as a 
function of x=ωnL/c for Z=0.3 and Z=0.8. 

 One can simplify the analysis of θ  and θ  by expanding ψ
±

 around the n and Z of the slab in the 

absence of the magnetic field 𝐵. Then the Taylor series of 𝑇±
/  and ψ

±
 in the neighborhood of n and Z gives: 

𝑇±
/

= 𝑇 / (𝑛, 𝑍) ±
/

∓
/

(6) 

𝜓± = 𝜓(𝑛, 𝑍) ±
| |

∓
| |

. (7) 

 Hence, 

𝜃 = =
| |

−
| |

=
| |

𝑛 − 𝑍 . (8) 

 Evaluating the derivatives  and  at 𝐵 = 0 from Eq. 4 and substituting these expressions into Eq. 8 

we get, introducing the new parameter x=ωnL/c for ease of reading: 

θ   =
| |

 

sin2
(9) 

    Eq. 9 is a general expression and valid for any continuous material with arbitrary parameters L, n and Z. 
As expected, θ  is odd in n and there is a change of the sign of n in LHM.  
    In Fig. 1 we show the FR angle of transmission vs x=ωnL/c for RHM, using Eq. 9 for three different values 
of surface impedance: Z=0.3, Z=0.8, and bulk material with no reflections where Z=1 (dashed line). The angle 
steadily increases and oscillates around the line θ = 2𝑥. The oscillations in θ  are due to interference effects 
in the plane-parallel slab and the amplitude of the oscillating part depends on x. At 𝑥 = π(𝑙 + 1/2) we have 

for FR angle θ =
| |

, and for 𝑥 = π𝑙, (l=1,2,…) θ =
| |

𝑥 . The ratio of θ  at 𝑥 = πl to the θ  

in an homogeneous media (where Z=1), reads (𝑍 + 1)/2𝑍 ≥ 1. For materials with relative impedance ∼0.3, 
such as in semiconductors with zero extinction coefficients in the near or mid infrared range like tellurium or 
aluminum gallium arsenide, the ratio can be almost 2. It means that an impedance Z<1 causes multiple 
reflections that increase the overall time the light spends within the system showing an increase in Faraday 
rotation [16]. A similar increase of Faraday rotation was also found in [17, 18]. For the composite system 
(dielectric with metamaterials or super lattice systems) the effective ϵ can be reduced up to 10  and the ratio 
can thus be increased by an order or greater.  

3.2  Imaginary part of FR in RHM/LHM 

Expanding 𝑇±
/  around the n and Z of the slab in the absence of the magnetic field �⃗� (see Eq. 6) by using the 

Taylor series for ln(1+x) centered at 0 we can similarly derive the expression for θ = 𝑙𝑛
/

/  for the 

imaginary portion of Faraday rotation as 
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4 

θ =
| | sin

. (10) 

 This is again a general expression and valid for the arbitrary parameters L, n and Z. As expected, θ  is 
even in n, and 

2 0   when L tends to zero. θ  becomes 0 at Z=1 (no boundaries), at x=πl (complete

transmission) and at 𝑥 = tan 𝑥 . In the two former cases the coefficient of transmission T becomes 1 

when an external magnetic field �⃗� is zero. In the third case the transmission coefficient is not 1, T approaches 
4𝑍 /(𝑍 + 1)  as 𝑥  tends to ∞. This saturated value corresponds exactly to one-quarter wavelength. 

Fig. 2 shows the imaginary angle of the FR in Eq. 10 for a RHM (n>0) versus x, for materials with Z=0.3 
(solid) and Z=0.8 (dashed). θ  in the interval [0,π] increases with x, reaches a peak and then drops to minimum. 
This pattern repeats as x increases. Let us finally remark that from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 it follows that the maximums 
of the real portions of the Faraday effect do not coincide with the simultaneously zero imaginary portions. 

Figure 2: Faraday Rotation angle 𝜃  as a 
function of x=ωnL/c for Z=0.3 and Z=0.8. 
Transmission is multiplied by 5 to highlight 
the relationship between the Faraday 
ellipticity angle and corresponding 
transmission value, where T=1 is the norm. 

3.3  Alternating right and left-handed materials: layered structures 

In this section we analyze in detail real and imaginary portions of the complex Faraday rotation angle at the 
different propagation regimes through a finite stack of alternating right and left-handed materials (𝑛 > 0 and 
𝑛 < 0, respectively). In such systems, the total Faraday rotation is defined as the rotation of the resultant 
superposition of the transmitted electric fields 𝐸± that experience multiple reflections, as discussed previously 
for a single film. The mentioned multiple reflections along different trajectories, corresponding to different 
traversal times, can lead to evanescent modes of so-called "superluminal velocities" on microwave transmission 
through an undersized waveguide [19, 20] or periodic dielectric heterostrucures [21, 22]. It is widely believed 
that the evanescent modes take almost zero time to cross the forbidden region. However, a very fast tunneling, 
or a zero tunneling time holds a serious consequence: the tunneling velocity or the average velocity may become 

higher than the velocity of light c. Indeed, following the standard definition of the phase time, 𝑡 = ℏ  (where 

time elapses between the peak of the wavepacket entering the barrier and leaving it), it is easy to be convinced 
that for evanescent modes one will get a very fast tunneling time. 

 Without pretending to give an exhaustive review on the theory of the traversal time problem of 
electromagnetic waves, we just mention that two characteristic times have arisen in many approaches (see for 
example, Refs. [23,24] and references therein). In a magnetic clock approach [16] (Faraday rotation), the time 
that characterizes the interaction of a classical electromagnetic wave with a barrier must always be described 
by two-components of complex time: τ = τ − 𝑖τ . The real portion of complex Faraday angle  is 
proportional to the time τ  of light traversal through the magnetic materials or dielectric structures in an 
external weak magnetic field [16]. At the same time the imaginary component of complex  is proportional to 
the degree of ellipticity, that is τ . Remarkably, the two times τ  and τ  are related via Kramers-Kronig 
integral dispersion relation [25] that prevents a violation of the principle of causality. The so called 
"superluminal" have been observed for the barrier tunneling time but it must be interpreted very carefully.  
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    We analyze the real and imaginary portions of the complex Faraday rotation angle in a forbidden bands of 
finite stack of alternating right and left-handed materials. This type of alternating structure, assuming that the 
optical paths of two slabs are equal each other (𝑛 𝐿 = |𝑛 |𝐿 ), exhibits a broad forbidden bands spectrum 
(see Fig. 3a) and can serve as a good candidate and a basis for qualitative understanding of peculiarities of 
complex Faraday rotation and as well as two-components barrier interaction time. The wave-numbers in layers 

of both types are 𝑘 = ω𝑛 /𝑐 , where ω is the frequency and c the vacuum speed of light. Due to the high 
contrast between the two dielectrics 𝑛  and |𝑛 |, 10 primitive cells are already enough to formulate allowed 
and forbidden band structures. In Fig. 3a we present the transmission coefficient T as a function of the frequency 
ω for single, five, ten and fifty primitive cells. 

Figure 3: (a) The transmission coefficient and 
(b) the real and imaginary parts of the Faraday
Rotation angle  as a function of ω for an
alternating structure described in the text. The
parameters are:  M=50, 𝑛 = 1.58 , 𝑛 =
−2.12 , 𝐿 = 59.52 , 𝐿 = 39.38  and 𝑛 𝐿 =
|𝑛 |𝐿 .

    The transmission coefficient was calculated by using the characteristic determinant method [26,27,28], 
that allows one to express the transmission coefficient of a wave propagating in a one-dimensional structure 
through the determinant 𝑇 = |𝐷| . The latter depends on the amplitudes of reflection of a single scatterer.  
    Having a close look into forbidden and allowed band regions in Fig. 3a, one observes that practically the 
entire transmission spectrum, starting from M=10, is formed by forbidden gaps. Further increase of cells will 
be narrowed by the allowed bands and for an ideal infinite crystal one gets a set of periodically distributed 
Lorentzian resonances. The centers of the m−th allowed band, 𝜔  can be easily determined via the dispersion 
relation obtained from the Bloch-Floquet theorem for an ideal infinite crystal (see, for example, Ref. [29])  
ω = ≡ m1.13 ⋅ 10  rad/s

In Fig. 3b we present the real and imaginary portions of Faraday complex angle  for M=50 primitive cells. 
The maximums of Re() are centered in the allowed bands and coincide with ω ≡ m1.13 ⋅ 10   rad/s. At 
these resonance peaks 𝑇 = 𝑇  and we deal with the pure Faraday rotation of linearly polarized wave, i.e. with 
no wave ellipticity. Within any forbidden bands Re() is an almost flat function with very small value. This is 
what we expect according to the above discussed "superluminal velocities" and based on the existing deep 
connection between the Re() and the tunneling time τ . However, the situation is completely different for 
Im() (proportional to the degree of ellipticity) or for τ . First, the latter is zero at any allowed band at ω  
where the condition 𝑇 = 𝑇  is satisfied and jumps from zero to some positive value at the end of the allowed 
band. Second, in the forbidden gap Im() starts to decrease monotonically with increasing frequency ω changing 
the sign from positive to negative and sharply becomes zero in the next allowed band. In forbidden gaps, at the 
frequencies where Im() become zero, 𝑇  exactly equals 𝑇 . At these frequencies electromagnetic waves 
remains linearly polarized. At the rest of frequencies in forbidden gap wave is elliptically polarized and its axis 
rotated either in the right or left direction. The dependence of Im() on ω is similar to sawtooth function with 
increasing amplitude. By comparing with the stable behavior of Re() in the forbidden gap, where the latter’s 
value is almost zero, one notes that the Im() changes drastically in both value and sign. The fast rotation of the 
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ellipse semi-axis from negative to positive sign in the forbidden gap due to anomalously small value of Im() 
in the same frequencies range. As a consequence, in the time domain the contribution of τ  for evanescent 
modes is dominant compared to the τ  in the whole range of forbidden gap.  

4  Conclusions 

We found that the rotation and ellipticity of the transmitted light of the Faraday effect are, respectively, odd and 
even functions with respect to the refractive index n. These odd and even functions are not just the properties 
of a thin film, but apply just as well to the case of any system of arbitrary length. For a spatially symmetric film 
with no material loses the real portion of Faraday rotation is equal for RHM and LHM. It has been shown that 
the maximums of the real portions of the Faraday effect do not coincide with the simultaneously zero imaginary 
portions. We also have analyzed the real and imaginary portions of the complex Faraday rotation angle in the 
forbidden bands of finite stack of alternating right and left-handed materials. It has been shown that in spite of 
the fact that Re() in the forbidden gap is almost zero, the Im() changes drastically in both value and sign.  
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